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Son of a Boeing engineer and a nurse/social
worker; grew up on Capitol Hill and east of
Kent, before moving overseas in the early 70’s
FAA Air Traffic Controller (ATC) from 1986 until
2009; repeat whistleblower on fraud and
safety issues; was forced into early retirement
After retiring, he used FOIA to compel FAA to
produce key records they had hidden. Also,
filed two FOIA civil complaints against FAA.
Created a website, aiREFORM.com, in 2012,
aimed at empowering people in the growing
imbalance between aviation impacts and
community quality of life

“It is difficult to
get a man to
understand
something,
when his salary
depends on his not
understanding it.”
- Upton Sinclair (1935)

Dissecting NextGen
A Quick Overview:
1.What is NextGen?
2.Is there really a NEED for NextGen?
3.How did NextGen evolve?

4.What are the Main Problems with NextGen?
5.Restoring Balance – Fixing the Problems (How do
we create aviation solutions that serve local communities and
preserve quality of life?)

Dissecting NextGen
What is NextGen?
• A brandname – and nothing more
• The packaging of technologies that have been evolving since the
1970s, calling them ‘transformative’ and implying they are new,
when they are already being used
• A focused strategy by FAA et al to convince Congress to unleash
billions of dollars … money that feathers the nests of industry
players
• A wholesale abandonment of decades-old agreements to
mitigate community impacts

FAA’s Latest Spin: What is NextGen?
Here is FAA’s latest
statement, pretending
to answer the general
question, ‘What is
NextGen?’
SOURCE: slide 13 of the 15-slide FAA
presentation to the Port of Seattle
Commission, on 4/25/2017

…and While We are on FAA’s NextGen Spin…
FAA’s most egregious
propaganda and disinformation
has been the liberal use of this
graphic. It appears as a
boilerplate diagram in all
environmental documents.
The left zigzag diagram is
utterly false. Airlines have been
flying predominantly direct
routes since the 1970s; nobody
flies zigzags like this anymore.
SOURCE: Exh. 1-5 in NorCal OAPM
Final EA, 7/31/2014

Dissecting NextGen
Is there really a NEED for NextGen?
• No: the technologies are already largely in use (direct
routes, digital radar enhancements, RNAV/RNP, TMU software, etc.)

• No: nearly all aviation sectors have declined severely
in the last 20-years

• No: the only airspace that is ‘increasingly
congested/complex’ could be easily remedied with
smart capacity limits and targeted de-hubbing

• Yes: if you want to tap a large federal source of
funds, to churn up corporate profits & dividends

• Despite claims of massive growth and
congestion, aviation activity has declined
severely in the last 20-years.
• The data in this table ranks declines for
Commercial Operations at the OEP-35
airports.

• Notice the middle column, 2016 vs Peak Year.
The top group (bright green fill) have 2016 ops
levels within 10% of Peak Year; the bottom
group (pink fill) have declined 10% to 74%
from Peak Year.
• The column at the far right (yellow) adds
annual population change rates.

• Facilities marked gold on red fill represent key
hubs used by the airlines, for which abundant
news and activism has been generated,
related to noise and pollutant impacts.

Increasingly Complex & Congested?
• Not really. When you consider how far operational levels
have declined below peak year, for all airports.

• Not really. When you get into the inner workings and
recognize how much good technology has evolved (over
many decades) for safety, efficiency, and task automation
• FACT: all airspace that is said to be ‘increasingly
congested/complex’ could be easily remedied with smart
capacity limits and targeted de-hubbing .. SEA example

Dissecting NextGen
How did NextGen evolve?
• Starting in 1983: Airline bankruptcies & mergers
• 1990s: GPS & ‘FreeFlight’
• 9/11/2001 Aftermath
• 12/12/2003: legislation forming JPDO
• Early 2006: ‘NextGen’ & ‘An Inconvenient Truth’
• 2/14/2012: the ‘CatEx’ Disaster
• …and the Beat Goes On

Evolution of NextGen: 1983 to present

Evolution of NextGen: 1990s
•

GPS became operational in late
1993.

•

With the implementation of
GPS, a new FAA program called
‘FreeFlight’ was initiated.

•

FreeFlight was a precursor to
NextGen, preceding the use of
the NextGen brandname by a
full decade.

•

The utility of civilian GPS was
greatly enhanced in May 2000,
when ‘Selective Availability’
was removed.

Evolution of NextGen: 9/11 Aftermath
• Much of the economy, including Commercial Aviation, was
chilled. Airlines saw a huge and immediate downturn in
passengers and flight operations
• BTS data for 2004 shows a full recovery to the passenger and
flight operations levels that existed prior to 9/11

• But, during the economic slowdown, Congress was under
pressure to create stimulus spending
• In Washington, DC, in the full spirit of ‘Disaster Capitalism’,
there emerged a wild rush to secure new funds and evolve new
programs; FreeFlight thus morphed into NGATS.

Evolution of NextGen: 12/12/2003

Evolution of NextGen: March 2006
FAA’s ‘2005 Annual Performance
Report’ contains the first uses of the
NextGen brandname; the word
appears 8 times in the 36-page
report.

President George W. Bush’s FAA
Administrator, Marion Blakey,
served from 2002-2007.
Immediately after retiring, she
became CEO at the Aerospace
Industries Association (lobbyist AIA).

Evolution of NextGen: 5/24/2006
•

The issue of CO2 as a
greenhouse gas was
popularized with the release
of former VP Gore’s
documentary movie and
book.

•

Very soon after, NextGen
sales pitches emphasized
‘reducing greenhouse gases’.

•

It was a way to manipulate
public consent, pitching noise
against climate change; FAAindustry thus framed the
noise-impacted as indifferent
to climate change.

Evolution of NextGen: 2/14/2012
•

After months of delay, Congress did as they always do: quickly shoved through passage of thousands
of pages ‘in the dark’; the FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012 thus became law

•

Section 213 included expanded use of the ‘categorical exclusion’ or ‘CatEx’, a way to shortcut
environmental review and bypass citizen engagement

•

Section 213 alone
has proven to be a
disaster for
communities

•

Other sections of
the same law
included foggy
language related
to drones, another
huge FAA problem
area

Evolution of NextGen: ..and the Beat Goes On
April 18, 2015:
February 23, 2016:

Dissecting NextGen
What are the Main Problems with NextGen?
1. Route Concentration: repetitive noise creates Noise Canyons, Noise
Ghettoes, even far from airports

2. Hub Concentration: enables the remaining airlines to build up inefficient
hubs, to the detriment of other airports … and all communities lose

3. Increasing ‘Runway Throughput’ - will solidly intensify noise, air
pollutant, and greenhouse gas impacts by aviation

4. Closer → Lower → Louder

5. Fully ignores the root problem: airlines want infinite capacity, and
refuse to embrace limits and smart planning

Noise Canyons & Noise Ghettoes
•

Repetitive noise creates Noise Canyons &
Noise Ghettoes – formerly thriving
neighborhoods become unlivable

•

Across the nation, two extreme examples
include Belmont (Boston) and the Grand
Avenue neighborhoods in Phoenix

•

Related to Sea-Tac, the worst case has
historically been areas near the airport,
as well as Beacon Hill

•

With NextGen, new impact areas include
the north end of Vashon Island, northern
communities even beyond Shoreline, and
areas like Burien, Skyway and Federal
Way, under defined early-turns

Noise Canyons & Noise Ghettoes
RNAV departures in Boston
created concentration, in
this example, heavily
impacting the Belmont
area.
Similar route concentration
impacts are destroying
quality of life in Milton,
under steady arrivals to
land Runways 4L and 4R.

Impacts up, yet KBOS
commercial ops are down
21% from peak year 1998.

Noise Canyons & Noise Ghettoes
•

Phoenix has many historic
residential neighborhoods along
Grand Ave

•

To shave off a minute or two per
airline departure, FAA used
NextGen and CatEx to implement
early turns, impacting the
neighborhoods

•

Arizona’s elected officials continue
to press FAA to revert to preNextGen routes

•

Phoenix is a major hub for
Southwest and American

•

Phoenix 2016 operations are
down 18% from Peak Year 2005

Noise Canyons & Noise Ghettoes
Port of Seattle
graphic, showing
before and after in
South Flow.
March 2012 data
vs. March 2017
data.

Note the intensive
narrowing of
tracks (route
concentration)
Also note use of
Elliott Bay as well
as the stretched
final to north of
Edmonds.

Noise Canyons & Noise Ghettoes: Vashon
While the general flight
paths have existed for
as long as Sea-Tac has
used N-S parallel
runways (decades
before 1990), NextGen’s
flight automation has
precisely focused the
routes. The VASHN fix
vicinity is impacted in
both North and South
flows.
(Q: what is the date of the
traffic POS depicts here?
… or is this a simulation?)

The Hard Costs of Hub Concentration
We are down to an airline ‘Final Four’: AAL - DAL - SWA - UAL
•

The vast majority of U.S. airports are now dominated by just one or two of these major
carriers, who exercise a growing ‘monopoly’ ability to set excessive fares

•

As hubs expand and become entrenched, they suck up all the money, making it impossible
for other communities to develop good LOCAL commercial air service

•

Hubs are efficient for the airlines alone: reducing unit costs while tweaking profit margins
slightly upward

•

Hubs are inherently inefficient for people: longer drive distances, more surface congestion,
more effort spent changing planes at a distant hub airport, more time spent on much
longer flights

•

If FAA REALLY cared about efficiency to reduce aviation CO2 impacts, they would tax airline
jet fuel heavily, to disincentivize the use of dogleg itineraries via hubs (e.g., SEA-ATL-NYC)

Route Concentration & Hub Concentration

The Hard Costs of Hub Concentration
Hubs increase Through-Passengers, which translates to more flights
and thus higher impacts (including flight congestion delays).
•

The percentage of passengers from upstate NY and airports in New England
who PASS THROUGH the NYC airports: Newark (54%); JFK (38%); LaGuardia
(47%)

•

Through-Passengers passing through Sea-Tac from PNW airports: Bellingham
(95%); Spokane (61%, 7,533 seats in 16Q3); Wenatchee (85%); Tri-Cities (78%);
Boise (36%); Redmond (62%); Eugene (72%); Portland (69%, 8,507 seats in
16Q3)

•

Through-Passengers passing through Portland from PNW airports:
Bellingham (84%); Seattle (43%, 2,905 seats in 16Q3); Spokane (50%); Boise
(24%); Redmond (95%); Eugene (94%)

The Hard Costs of Hub Concentration

(8) SFO-SEA Arrivals in
5-hours:
Monday, 4/24/2017,
between 7:04am and
12:12pm
Via the HAWKZ Arrival
(SW arrival gate)

The Hard Costs of Hub Concentration
SWA260, B738
from Denver
via CHINS
Arrival (SE
arrival gate)
Landed 2:50pm
on 4/25/2017
Three separate
delays by ATC,
due to traffic
volume at KSEA

The Hard Costs of Hub Concentration
ASA989, B739
from Spokane
Via GLASR
Arrival (NE
arrival gate)

Landed
2:41pm on
4/25/2017
Delay turns over the North
Cascades and a long final
north of Shoreline, due to
traffic volume at KSEA

The Hard Costs of Hub Concentration
ASA86, B737 from
Anchorage
Via MARNR Arrival
(NW arrival gate)
Landed 2:16pm on
4/25/2017

Delay turns near Port
Angeles and a long
final north of Shoreline,
due to traffic volume at
KSEA

Distances for KSEA in South Flow
•

As a rule of thumb, approach
altitudes should be 300-ft above
runway elevation for each mile from
the approach end of the runway

•

Optimal all-weather approaches
need a minimum ~8-mile final (i.e.,
8-miles from the runway approach
end to the point where the flight
aligns for a straight-in final descent)

Emphasis on ‘Runway Throughput’
•

An intensive online research of NextGen
produces papers with frequent reference
to the term ‘Runway Throughput’

•

It is quite clear: the real driver behind
everything NextGen is tweaking up
operations per hour to tweak upward
airline profits

•

‘Runway Throughput’ will solidly
intensify noise, air pollutant, and
greenhouse gas impacts by aviation

•

To claim NextGen benefits the
environment AND increases airport
capacity, while failing to identify the
increased impacts of added capacity, is
frankly disingenuous

Closer → Lower → Louder
• NextGen Net result: both arrivals and departures are being turned closer to
the airport, even over the runway. Closer means lower - and louder - over
airport neighbors
• A secondary result: with
NextGen pressing primary
airport flights lower, ATC often
has to press flights to other
airports under them. E.g., the
large cargo planes to Boeing
Field… flying long low and
slow arrivals from Kenmore
across Shoreline then south, all
at or below 2,000 ft.

FAA’s Refusal & Failure to Manage Capacity
• FAA is failing its role, refusing to regulate and instead is
enabling the airlines to pursue their profit-ideal of infinite
capacity

• Simply, the airlines refuse to embrace capacity limits and
smart planning
• How much better would we all be served, if FAA:
•

Set firm limits on arrival rates & departure rates, per hour or per 15-minute block?

•

Allowed and even encouraged) local communities to impose nighttime curfews?

•

Allowed and even encouraged) local communities to impose fees that
disincentivized hubbing?

Dissecting NextGen
Fixing NextGen, Achieving Balance
• First, you have to define & acknowledge the problem

• MAIN GOAL: Local control of the local airport, to serve
the LOCAL COMMUNITY (…ahead of airlines)
• FAA needs to change their system metrics, and replace
the failed DNL noise metric; empower the average citizen
with real data, to facilitate debate and a healthy
democratic process
• Impose policies that disincentivize hubs: revenue-neutral
aviation carbon tax, airfares keyed to miles flown (not O-D direct miles), etc.

Fixing NextGen: Restoring LOCAL CONTROL
Slowly, over the years, FAA has taken away local control, denying the
right for communities to impose curfews, restrictions, etc. Thus:
•

An airport like Santa Monica, with homes right up to the runway, has no right to ban jets, and is
liable if/when a small jet impacts those homes

•

Rural residents in Mora, MN cannot stop demolition of wetlands seasonally saturated with
waterfowl, so FAA can use airline passenger revenues to construct a crosswind grass runway

•

Residents from Long Island to Palos Verdes are soundly ignored when they protest FAA’s refusal to
regulate helicopters, to higher and less impactful altitudes

•

Homeowners under skies plied by air tourism and skydive operator repetitive-flights have zero
voice, and their elected officials can only defer to FAA’s captured authority

•

And dense/historic residential communities are being destroyed by NextGen near these major
airports: KBOS, KBWI, KCLT, KDCA, KJFK, KLAX, KLGA, KORD, KPHX, KSAN, KSEA, and KSFO … with
more to come, solely to accommodate airline profit margins

Fixing NextGen: New & Better Metrics
In every way, FAA is failing to engage citizens in important aviation decisions. How?
Largely, by overwhelming people with garbage data, and carefully NOT producing the
data that would help people understand and decide. Here are some new metrics:
1.

DNL is a total failure. A logarithmic scale applied to an impact that is largely binary
(noise is annoying to some, unnoticed by others).

2. Noise impact metrics need to factor in repetitive flight patterns, noise level above
ambient noise, societal benefit of the noise source (to justify the cost), etc.

3. FAA’s arbitrary noise impact threshold at 65 decibels is absurd, even more so since the
rest of the world prefers the much quieter 55 dB.
4. Through-flight passenger data needs to be routinely disclosed so that citizens can
meaningfully debate hubbing impacts and airport capacity expansions
5.

…and, FAA’s new metrics need to embrace the REAL health impacts of lead, fine
particulates, and other aviation air pollutants.

Fixing NextGen: Disincentivizing Hubs
•

Impose a steep aviation fuel carbon tax, which could also be revenue-neutral,
replacing other aviation taxes/fees

•

Establish airport use fees (e.g., landing fees) that are ramped to support hourly
capacity limits; airlines who hub excessively will pay double/triple fees (and
more), to discourage excessive scheduling

•

Empower local communities to limit operations per hour and set curfew hours,
via local authorities, and ultimately via democratic votes by the taxpayers

•

FAA needs to establish and annually post key hub-related metrics, to ensure
transparency, and thus to pressure monopoly airlines against fare-gouging their
passengers

Fixing NextGen: People Power
People need to protect their homes and families. There is an enormous imbalance
that has evolved, where corporate powers use corruptible elected officials and
coopted hand-picked panels to block citizen engagement, to manufacture consent.
Do not let FAA and other servants of aviation money deny you your right – and
responsibility – to meaningfully participate in airport development and
management decisions. Don’t let them spin you with propaganda optics; don’t let
them grab your tail with acronyms, technobabble, and thousands of pages of
garbage documents using irrelevant protocols and flawed metrics.

And, keep clearly in mind: Sea-Tac is an airport to serve YOU and YOUR
COMMUNITY first, not the airlines and their stockholders. Sea-Tac can be
scaled back, brought down to an appropriate operational level, and it would still
provide us all with a great airport, making a positive contribution to both the local
economy AND local quality of life … while doing far less damage.
Demand transparency, accountability, and real citizen engagement.

F AA
Can one of the two A’s stand for
ACCOUNTABILITY … please?

Aviation Impact Reform

